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Study Material for B.A Part-1(Honours) 

Victorian Literature 

Victorian poems :- 

“AN INVITE TO ETERNITY” BY JOHN 

CLARE (1793-1864) 

Wilt thou go with me sweet maid 

Say maiden wilt thou go with me 

Through the valley depths of shade 

Of night and dark obscurity 

Where the path hath lost its way 

Where the sun forgets the day 

Where there’s nor life nor light to see 

Sweet maid3en wilt thou go with me 

Where stones will turn to flooding streams, 

Where plains will rise like ocean waves, 

Where life will fade like visioned dreams 

And mountains darken into caves. 



Say maiden wilt thou go with me 

Through this sad non-identity 

Where parents live and are forgot 

And sisters live and know us not 

Say maiden wilt thou go with me 

In this strange death of life to be 

To live in death and be the same 

Without this life, or home, or name 

At once to be, and not to be 

That was, and is not – yet to see 

Things pass like shadows – and the sky 

Above, below, around us lie 

The land of shadows wilt thou trace 

And look – nor know each other’s face 

The present mixed with reasons gone 

And past, and present all as one 

Say maiden can thy life be led 

To join the living to the dead 



Then trace thy footsteps on with me 

We’re wed to one eternity 

Meaning :- 

In John Clare’s “I am” and “An Invite 

to Eternity,” he writes about the 

alienation he felt towards his close 

friends and family during his time in 

Northampton General Lunatic 

Asylum, “To live in death and be the 

same / Without this life, or home, or 

name / At once to be and not to be –

.” (lines 19-21) Among the canons 

discussed in our British Romantic 

Literature class, I believe these two 

poems belong in our Science and 

Nature unit. Both were written 

during Clare’s time in the asylum and 

have a general focus on self and 

mind, while using nature imagery. I 

chose “I am” and “An Invite to 

Eternity” as a pair, because the 



poems can be read in many different 

ways through Clare’s use of imagery 

and writing style. In “An Invite to 

Eternity,” Clare leaves out a lot of 

punctuation and question marks 

where a reader might see one could 

be used. I believe Clare leaves his 

poem somewhat open ended for the 

reader to decipher their own meaning 

from his poems. 

In “An Invite to Eternity,” the speaker 

fears solitude and therefore invites 

the “sweet maid” to join him in a 

hellish eternity. The “sweet maid” in 

this poem, can be seen as a figment 

of the speaker’s mind, not an actual 

person present, but perhaps someone 

from the speaker’s past. If we were 

to believe the speaker is insane, then 

“sweet maid” is most likely just a 

figment of his imagination. 



In “I am,” the speaker questions the 

self and mankind and that of putting 

faith or hope in a creator. Lines 15-16 

“There to abide with my Creator God 

/ And sleep as I in childhood sweetly 

slept,” brings forth a childish 

innocence and the wish to return to a 

more naïve way of thinking. While 

both poems take a look into self, “I 

am” is about escaping reality by 

trying to find sanctuary from solitude 

in the asylum. I see the poem “I am” 

as the speaker declaring to himself, 

“My friends forsake me like a memory 

lost/ I am the self-consumer of my 

woes.” He’s essentially saying that if 

he forgets who he is, then so will the 

world. 

There is a clear statement of 

alienation in the second stanza of “I 

am.” Clare in this poem describes 

that, “Even the dearest that I love 



the best / Are strange – nay, rather, 

stranger than the rest.” (lines 11-

12) Giving off the impression that 

there isn’t anything the matter with 

the speaker, but with the ones he has 

left. At the end of the poem, Clare 

speaks of a “vaulted sky.” This is 

referring to a Cathedral like heaven 

and shows that Clare does not believe 

heaven is the end of his solitude and 

imprisonment. 

In essence, even his heaven is 

somewhat confined. Clare’s lack of a 

free and open sky reflects the hellish 

version described in “An Invite to 

Eternity.” At first glance this poem is 

similar to classical poetry written to 

that of a lover. However, Clare’s offer 

to his “sweet maid” is less than 

appealing for a future life. He 

presents her with an eternity filled 

with “The land of shadows wilt thou 



trace,/ And look, nor know each 

other’s face.” (lines 25-26)  Clare’s 

ominous portrayal of eternity 

represents his social death after he 

entered the walls of the asylum. The 

ominous view of eternity is its never 

ending darkness “Where the path has 

lost its way / Where the sun forgets 

the day / Where there’s nor life nor 

light to see / Sweet maiden, wilt thou 

go with me?” (lines 5-8) Essentially 

all the Nature depicted in this poem 

is decrepit and depressing, not at all 

inviting or a place you’d invite 

someone to join you. 

Clare’s “I am,” is a poem more about 

keeping the individual of oneself in 

memory, if not in others than in 

himself. This particular poem looks 

more into the Science, specifically 

into the psycho-analysis of one self. 

While “An Invite to Eternity” deals 



with the loss of oneself and of man 

as the illusion of oneself and beliefs 

slowly disappear within the shadows 

surrounding, “The present mixed with 

reasons gone / And past and present 

all as one?” (lines 27-28) It takes a 

darker form of Nature, depicting ‘the 

Valley of the Shadow of Death’ in 

Psalm 23:4, when David was speaking 

to God in a time of loneliness. The 

loneliness is something Clare and the 

speaker are clearly describing in both 

poems. Whether the wishful thinking 

of a God in “I am” or the apocalyptic 

end of days in “An Invite to Eternity.” 

I believe that these poems should be 

included in this class because of the 

clear yet varied interpretations that 

students could take away from them. 
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